
AMI 5418

1 Bedroom Apartment in Porto de Mos €280,000 Ref: BPA3282

Reserved

A lovely 1 bedroom apartment with seaview in a condominium with a communal
pool, located a few minutes walking distance to Porto De Mos beach in Lagos.

This stunning 1 bedroom, 1 bathroom apartment located in the heart of Porto de
Mos, Lagos, is a true gem. Situated in a beautiful condominium, this apartment is
perfect for those seeking both stunning view and convenience. With access to
shared amenities such as a pool and gym, you can enjoy a leisurely day or break a
sweat without ever having to leave the complex. This apartment boasts a spacious
balcony with a breathtaking view of the Porto de Mos beach and the shared pool. It
also comes with a convenient storage space, providing space to keep your
belongings organized. Porto de Mos is a charming and picturesque area that is
known for its stunning beaches and crystal-clear waters. It is also a popular
destination for surfers and water sports enthusiasts. Just few minuytes driving
distance to the historical center of Lagos,this apartment is filled with stunning
architecture, and a rich culture. With easy access to all facilities, the proximity to the
beach, this apartment is ideal for those who enjoy a dip in the ocean, a stroll along
the sand, or a lazy day spent soaking up the sun. Overall, this apartment is a fantastic
investment opportunity for those seeking to rent it out. Its prime location,
breathtaking views, and comfortable amenities make it an attractive option for a
living or for tourists. Don't miss out on the chance to own this piece of paradise in
Lagos!

Property Features

• 1 Bedrooms

• 1 Bathrooms

• Construction Year: 2007

• Construction Size: 54 m2

• Air Conditioning

• Balcony

• Swimming Pool: Shared

• View: Sea
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